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1) Introduction
Thank you for purchasing Duy’s LucidVerb.
If this is the first time installing LucidVerb you should first refer to Sections 2, 3 and 4. Those
chapters of the user manual will clearly walk you through the required steps of completing the
installation and configuration.

This symbol

indicates that what follows should be read with great care and attention to detail

Sections marked with

are tips and hints for getting the most out of LucidVerb.
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1.1) What is LucidVerb
Is a convolution reverberation on which impulse responses (IR) are created by an exclusive sonic
DNA modeler engine. The sonic DNA renders at lightning speed any number of totally decorrelated
IRs. Those impulse responses feed the real time convolutions resulting in an extremely immersive
spatial sound with an overall dynamics of more than 120 dB.
1.2) The heart of LucidVerb
LucidVerb is composed of two main operating groups: a reverberation algorithm based in
convolutions and a Sonic DNA Modeler Engine.
While the convolution algorithm is intended to perform reverberations in real time, the Sonic DNA
modeler calculates the impulse responses of the rooms or spaces that it recreates.
Instead of sampling impulse responses (IRs) of the rooms and spaces we create the models that
define the spaces by means of geometrical and physical parameters. We sample the "DNA" of the
space by defining size, shape, surfaces and other physical parameters, before transferring them to
the rendering engine. Those parameters can always be modified so that any space can be emulated.
The resulting IRs are sonically agnostic.
New spaces, different but related to the original, can be created without artifacts or incompatibilities
of phase and correlation simply by changing the room size. Most importantly, the new spaces are
guaranteed to have zero crosstalk between channels and full dynamic range.
With other technologies adjust reverb time is often a challenge. With LucidVerb, the reverberation
length can be changed from 0.1 to 10 seconds without switching presets or readjusting any other
settings.
The size and length of the featured IRs can be modified to match the space being simulated while
retaining sonic integrity and character, making programming much easier.
Other technologies use multiple microphones to capture the impulse response of a room. When
using microphones there is a compromise between imaging and envelopment. Adding extra
microphones to support yet more channels yields a diminished return because of the loss of spatial
resolution due to microphone directivity leaks. Thus the compromise between the number of
channels and the necessary de-correlation in the diffuse field makes it impossible to record
optimally decorrelated responses of more than five or six channels. Here is where the Sonic DNA
model surpasses all the drawbacks of old technologies.
Better Sound Quality:
Convolution reverbs depend on high quality impulse responses, which in turn depend on good
acoustic recordings and skilled miking technique and practice.
With the DNA modeler there´s no need to use microphones record and loudspeakers to excite the
room.
To create a new space with LucidVerb you don´t need microphones, loudspeakers, pseudorandom
sequences, shots or sine sweeps. Virtually zero coloration and zero distortion is now possible.
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Maximum dynamics:
When recording IRs with microphones there is a natural limit of the dynamics mainly due to ambient
noise and general noise floor levels. With modeled IRs there are no theoretical limits. For practical
purposes a dynamics of more than 120 dB has been established, which is far superior to the highest
quality hardware based algorithmic reverberations.
Full downmix compatibility:
Impulse responses recorded with microphones have a design flaw. The unavoidable delays between
channels provoke undesirable comb filtering effects when downmixing. This flaw makes them
unadvisable for multi-speaker formats.
With LucidVerb downmixing to any multichannel format, stereo or even mono, can be achieved
without comb filtering, phasing or any other unwanted artifact. However, because of LucidVerb’s
multiformat capability, downmixing is not needed. Should it ever be needed the mix will be downmix
proof.
Full control:
Having full control of the IR creation and rendering process allows LucidVerb to get hold of the level
of complexity required to achieve the perfect simulation of real acoustic spaces.
New acoustic worlds beyond physical limits:
LucidVerb’s exclusive Sonic DNA Engine can recreate any existing acoustic space.
By exceeding the limits of physics it is also able to create non existing or unreal acoustic spaces.
These are completely new sonic worlds impossible to capture with microphone recording
techniques, thereby converting LucidVerb into a true creator of new acoustic worlds.

1.3) Description/Features
- A library of more than 400 impulse responses (IRs)
- Indoor and Outdoor space simulation
- 0.1 to 10 seconds reverb time range for all IRs
- Dual reverb mode for seamless real time scene changes on each instance
- Up to 9.1 channels ( 7.1.2 ) within standard Pro Tools tracks and buses. Up to 7.1 in Audio Units
Host.
- Multichannel, stereo or mono inputs in standard Pro Tools (AAX) and Logic Audio (Audio Units)
tracks
- Reverberation channels are fully decorrelated IRs
- Rehearsal model with 4 sound files
- AAX2 standard and Audio Units native plug-in versions
- Full compatibility with Pro Tools Ultimate 2018
- 7.1.2 and 7.0.2 channels, compatible with Dolby Atmos beds (Only in Pro Tools)
- 120 dB dynamic range
1.4) Provided Stems
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LucidVerb supports (at the time of this description) up to 10 channels of true reverberation
depending on the implementation of each Audio Host. LFE channels are also processed.
Avid Audio Extension (AAX Host), supports up to 8 channels (7.1) in Pro Tools versions up to Pro
Tools 12.7. From 12.8 it supports up to 10 channels in 7.0.2 and 7.1.2 formats Dolby Beds.
The provided supported stems for AAX are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mono to Mono
Mono to Stereo
Mono to LCR
Mono to LCRS
Mono to Quad
Mono to 5.0
Mono to 5.1
Mono to 6.0
Mono to 6.1
Mono to 7.0 SDDS
Mono to 7.1 SDDS
Mono to 7.0 DTS
Mono to 7.1 DTS
Mono to 7.0.2 (Pro Tools 12.8 and higher)
Mono to 7.1.2 (Pro Tools 12.8 and higher)
Stereo to Stereo
Stereo to Quad
Stereo to 5.0
Stereo to 5.1
Stereo to 7.0 DTS
Stereo to 7.1 DTS
Stereo to 7.0.2 (Pro Tools 12.8 and higher)
Stereo to 7.1.2 (Pro Tools 12.8 and higher)
LCR to LCR
LCRS to LCRS
Quad to Quad
5.0 to 5.0
5.1 to 5.1
6.0 to 6.0
6.1 to 6.1
7.0 SDDS to 7.0 SDDS
7.1 SDDS to 7.1 SDDS
7.0 DTS to 7.0 DTS
7.1 DTS to 7.1 DTS
7.0.2 to 7.0.2 (Pro Tools 12.8 and higher)
7.1.2 to 7.1.2 (Pro Tools 12.8 and higher)

The provided channels for Audio Units are from 1 (mono) to 8 (7.1).
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1.5) Supported Sample Rates
The supported sampling rates are: 44.1 KHz, 48 KHz, 88.2 KHz and 96 KHz.

2) System requirements
The minimum system requirements are:
For AAX
• Mac with at least 8G RAM.
• OSX 10.7, OSX 10.8, OSX 10.9, OSX 10.10, OSX 10.11, OSX 10.12 or OSX 10.13
• Pro Tools 11 or Pro Tools 12
For AU
• Mac with at least 8G RAM.
• OSX 10.7, OSX 10.8, OSX 10.9, OSX 10.10, OSX 10.11, OSX 10.12 or OSX 10.13
• AU compatible DAW
Depending on the available power of your Mac CPU there might be a limit to the maximum number
of possible reverberations. Hence some of the multi instance features enumerated in this manual
may not be available depending on your Mac.
3) Installation
Please make sure that:
•
•
•
•

You have the latest iLok License Support software installed in your system. To download or
update, visit: www.ilok.com
Your LucidVerb license you have purchased has been deposited in your iLok account
The authorization has been transferred to your iLok dongle
The iLok is inserted into one of the USB ports on your Mac.

Download the installer package. Once downloaded and uncompressed, the package contains two
installers: the reverberation installer and the settings installer.
Execute both installers. After installation you can open Pro Tools or your Audio Units Audio Host
with LucidVerb.
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4) Graphic User Interface
This is the LucidVerb user interface. It is composed of nine sections:

4.1) Meters
This section is provided with levels visualization, separated by channels and with three types of
visualization: vertical, horizontal and circular. To change the meter type click on the pushbutton
located in the upper left part of this section. To clean any clip state from the meters (red colored
light), click on that section. In this example, version 7.1.2 is shown:
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4.2) Stem Box Information
This box shows the current Stem format of the reverberation. When the number of inputs is different
from the number of outputs, the input Stem format is also displayed.

There is the possibility to mute the output channels individually to check sound routing. Clicking on
each square will change the state between active or silent. Command-Click will activate only the
channel that you are pressing (XOR like switching) . Option-Click will leave the default state, which
is, all channels active. The state of the output channels is not saved either in the sessions or in the
settings: they are strictly runtime.
4.3 Reverb Controls
With these controls you can define the basic operating values of the Reverb.

4.3.1) Reverb Length:
Use this knob to change the reverberation time with a range between 0.10 and 10 seconds. The DNA
sonic engine is very consistent across different reverberation times. It is possible to program very
short and very long programs by simply changing the length of the same impulse response. The
tonal response remains very similar and maintains the same color and timbre. Use Command key
and drag to set fine values of this parameter. Use the Option-Click to set the default value.
4.3.2) Pre Delay:
Use this knob to add an initial delay before the reverb. The Pre Delay ranges from 0 to 200
milliseconds. Use Command key and drag to set fine values of this parameter. Use the Option-Click
to set the default value.
4.3.3) Direct Level:
The Direct Level knob sets the level of the original dry (non processed) signal that will be present at
the final output. Use Command key and drag to set fine values of this parameter. Use the OptionClick to set the default value.
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4.3.4) Reverb Level:
The Reverb Level knob sets the level of the processed signal (the reverb sound itself) that will be
present at the final output. Use Command key and drag to set fine values of this parameter. Use the
Option-Click to set the default value.
4.3.5) Distribution:
The Distribution control adjusts the relative level between front and rear speakers. If set to -1 the
rear speakers are boosted in relation to the front speakers. Note that Distribution control its not
available in Mono, Stereo or LCR stems. Use Command key and drag to set fine values of this
parameter. Use the Option-Click to set the default value.
4.4) Modes and Options
These five buttons define three important operating modes and two utilities.

4.4.1) Poly Reverb:
Poly Reverb mode provides two identical reverberations. While one reverberation is playing, the
other one is ready for the next setting. With Poly Reverb mode the transition between reverb
settings is done smoothly, that is without any sound interruption. Previous reverb will not be cut off
when the new reverb starts. Both will be mixed together with up to 10 seconds of overlapping.
4.4.2) Programming Mode:
Rendering time is very fast, but when you have more than 4 or 5 channels it may take a few
seconds, which may not be very friendly. This is why we designed the Programming Mode.
Programming Mode, located below Poly Reverb, frees you from having to wait until all convolution
channels are rendered. Programming Mode reduces the number of convolutions to two, making the
rendering time almost instantaneous.
In Programming Mode the sound is much less immersive but the overall sound is the same and
programming is much faster. After you have chosen the sound you can switch off programming
mode and go back to the standard immersive mode.
Programming Mode can be easily identified visually because all led bars move in sync.
Don´t forget to switch off Programming mode once you have found the desired setting.
4.4.3) Direct Upmix:
In cases where the number of input channels is not equal to the output, there will be 2 types of
mixing in the direct signal. One without doing Upmix, which will make the best choice with the least
number of original channels and one version with the best option of all output channels
containing direct signal. The output level will be controlled by the DIRECT LEVEL knob.
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4.4.4) Manual:
This button shows a new window with a User Guide about the use of LucidVerb. If you Right-Click
over the PDF Manual window, a menu will be displayed with these options:

The Manual window is rescalable. You must have the Right-Click enabled in the System Preferences
Mouse panel, in the More Gestures tab, with the Secondary click enabled and set to “Click on the
right side” or “Click on the left side”, depending on your choice.
4.4.5) Options…
With this button, a dialog box will be displayed with options on buffer size of the algorithm. You will
also find two options to clean the memory cache.

With the Block Processing Size you can change the algorithm internal block size which determines
the latency of the signal, from 8 samples up to 1024. Lower latencies consume more CPU.
Algorithm kernel mode can work in a single thread (slower) or multithreaded, providing a better
performance. This kernel mode is especially effective in instances with multiple channels.
Additionally, there are two controls to clean the current session cache or all session caches on hard
disk. When cleaning the cache, the memories programmed in each instance of each session are not
lost. They are simply erased to free hard disk space. If at any time you reopen a session with the
cache previously erased, it would be automatically reconstructed.
4.5) Edit Bar
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This section allows you to load and save settings, copy, paste, undo or redo them. It also has six
volatile memories that allow you to quickly change settings to make comparisons, for extremely
accurate editions. It also connects the system of “Balloon Help”, with optional spoken voice.

4.5.1) Settings Manager:
This button will pop-up a menu with commands and options to manage the settings available on
your computer. With the header part of the menu, you have the following optiones:
-

“Save as…”,
“Save in Settings Folder as…” (In the root folder where the setting are normally located),
“Load…” a setting from any part of your system storage,
“Find…” and
set “preferences” of your settings.

In the second part of the menu you have all the settings (from factory and/or the ones you manage
by yourself), with Category sub-menus
The menu looks like this:

The location of the Settings folder in your system is in your home folder, following this path:
<your home>/Library/Preferences/LucidVerb Settings/<here are the settings>
An installer is provided in order to build the Settings Folder for you.
Once it is installed, you have at your disposal more than 400 sonic models ready to recreate any
space imaginable.
Handling more than 400 models can be cumbersome. Therefore, we have a simple but tremendously
effective system for finding sonic spatial models. The "Find ..." command is the definitive weapon
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needed for this important task. Let’s say you are interested in reverb models of Parking Lots.
Applying the “Find…” command and typing just “park” in the box “Find Settings by Name, you get

Double-click on any name in the list and you just have set your new model in your reverb insert.
Lets say you need cabin car sounds. You can use the Category button for this task:
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Our onomastics strategy goes a little further to deepen in the physics of the materials and the sizes
of the modeled rooms. If you need a room with materials where the glass is predominant, you can
type Glass followed by a digit between 1 and 5, depending on the quantity of glass. Let´s suppose
there is an average amount. If you type "Glass3" a list of possible candidates will appear:

As you can see, the search capability is very powerful, just by applying the “Find…” command and
typing by name, materials, or categories.
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The “Preferences…” command will show a window in which you can define the root folder where
the settings are located.

Press the “Select Settings Root Folder…” to choose a different Root folder for settings. The Default
button will revert to the factory or initial state.
4.5.2) Edit Buttons:
These buttons provide the basic editing operations to copy, paste, undo and redo. What is copied is
the current state of the model. The states of the cache memories will not be copied so as not to
disturb the status of a session or project.
4.5.3) Volatile Memories:
These memories are used to have different versions of the same setting at hand, to make very fine
edits and to adjust with precision the adaptation of the room modeled to our project.
There are up to 6 volatile memories. The button with a rounded arrow is used to rotate between the
memories sequentially. For example: if we are tuning between two states of the reverberation model
we could have one version in memory C and another one in F. If the rest of memories (A, B, D, E)
were empty, by pressing the "Rotate Memory" button we would be changing the state of the model
with a C-F-C-F-C sequence.
4.5.4) Balloon Help:
They can be used as a quick help on some element of the graphic interface. In case of doubt, just
pressing the "Balloons Help" button and moving the mouse over the element we need an
explanation of, a small window will show us a simple exposition of the element. It is also possible to
have the explanation spoken. To do this, the button next to the balloon icon with a speaker can be
activated. The control over the type of voice and speed of speech is done through the panel located
in the System Preferences: Dictation and Speak, in the Tab "Text to Speech". Changes made to this
panel are not immediate, they will be effective the next time the audio host is restarted.
4.6) Rehearsal Player
Allows you to play sound files from your computer directly in the reverb engine. Click any Rehearsal
arrow menu button in order to load, clear or loop a test audio sound file.
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The first button is defined by default with the name "How To ..." and contains a spoken text of this
explanation with a female voice tone. Actually, the four buttons may have an associated sound file
which, if pressed, will substitute the normal audio input of the plug-in with the content of that file.
Each of the four buttons has a menu to control, load and loop the audio content:

Ideally it is better to choose test sounds with content that shows the development of the reverb tail
and its attack, but you can load virtually any sound. Sometimes it is better to use percussive sounds
and use the four buttons of the player as if they were a drum sampler.
4.7) Parametric EQ
You can use the equalizer to change the reverberation color of the selected reverb. To use it you
have a main On/Off control called “Emphasis EQ”.

You can edit the equalization directly on the graph, moving the horizontal points (cut-off frequency)
and vertically (gain) or by acting on the buttons and knobs of: gain, center frequency and Q. You can
additionally change the shape of the cut-off point

In the graph part you can command-drag to change the Q parameter, Option-Click to reset a point
and double-click to toggle the On/Off state.
Another way to edit the equalization is to use the curve modification controls: Init, Flat, Accent,
Deaccent.
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•
•
•
•

Init: Sets all EQ points to their default or initial state. This can be useful to start a new reverb
equalization from scratch.
Flat: Set the gain to Zero dB for all EQ points.
Accent: Increases the level differences between the EQ bands with the highest and lowest
gains.
Deaccent: Decreases the differences in level between the EQ bands with the highest and
lowest gains.

4.8) Reverb Spectrum View
This section shows the signal spectrum of the currently active reverberation.

You can change both the type of graph and the numerical domain of the signal using the button in
the lower right part of the graph. Examples:

By clicking the Graph Type button you can modify the type of curve display that will change
cyclically to those types: Curves, Lines, Mesh and Poles. Option-Click will revert to default Graph
Type (Curves). By clicking on the Level Type button you can modify the representation of the level
type, namely: dBs and Linear. Option-Click will revert to default Level Type (dBs).
4.9) Cache Memories
These numeric buttons are used as instant memories for fast and seamless access to any reverb
state. They can be automated and can even be played smoothly in real time without sudden cuts or
clicks. This is achieved when Poly Reverb mode is active.
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The memory marked in a white light is the active one (preset 6 in the above picture). Empty
memories are dark grey, while recorded memories are those marked with white numbers.
Also when you hover the mouse over every memory that´s being used, you can see on the black bar
above the numeric buttons the Number, Category (in brackets) and Name of the setting. In case the
setting is edited, it will be shown with Italic typeface.
To record the current reverb setting in a numeric memory, simply press an empty memory number.
Every time you press a filled memory you will make a recall of that particular setting.
To erase a memory click on the “Clear” button. The memories that are erasable will blink until you
press the memory you want to clear.
The "Copy All" button makes a complete copy of the state of the 40 memories and will allow you to
paste all them into another instance. It is also possible to copy and paste on different projects as
long as the Audio Host program has not been closed between copies.
The Show Map button presents a quick view of all 40 numeric memories. Each information cell
shows the Memory Number, the Length in seconds, the Category Family in brackets, the Name of
the Setting and finally a representation of the Spectrum and a time domain wave view of the impulse
response. Again, in case a setting is edited it will be shown with Italic typeface.
From this Map window you can select any memory by double clicking on it, in which case the
window will close and the setting will be loaded.
This is an example of how a part of the Map window looks like

It is also possible to quickly see the contents of each memory without using the Map window by
activating the Ballons Help and hovering the mouse over each numerical button. In this case the
same information of the Map window cells will be shown.
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